Mathematical Toolkit

Autumn 2015

Homework 4
Due: December 6, 2015
Note: You may discuss these problems in groups. However, you must write up your own solutions
and mention the names of the people in your group. Also, please do mention any books, papers or
other sources you refer to. It is recommended that you typeset your solutions in LATEX.
1. Gaussian Random Variables.

[5+5+5]

Prove the following very useful facts about Gaussian random variables:
(a) Let u, v ∈ Rn be two vectors. Let g ∈ Rn be a random vector such that each coordinate
gi of g is distributed as a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance 1, and
any two coordinates gi , gj (for i 6= j) are independent. Then show that
E [hu, gi · hv, gi] = hu, vi .
g

(b) Let g be a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance 1. Show that for any
t ∈ R, we have
 
2
E etg = et /2 .
Comparing coefficients of t2k on both sides, use this to show that for any k ∈ N,
h i
(2k)!
E g 2k = k
.
2 · k!
(c) Let g1 , g2 , g3 and g4 be (not necessarily independent) Gaussian random variables with
mean 0. Additionally, assume that for all coefficients α1 , . . . , α4 ∈ R, the linear combination α1 g1 +· · ·+α4 g4 is also a Gaussian random variable (note that this
 is not always true
if g1 , . . . , g4 are not independent). Consider the function Eg1 ,g2 ,g3 ,g4 et1 g1 +t2 g2 +t3 g3 +t4 g4
in the variables t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 and use it to show that
E [g1 g2 g3 g4 ] = E [g1 g2 ] · E [g3 g4 ] + E [g1 g3 ] · E [g2 g4 ] + E [g1 g4 ] · E [g2 g3 ] .
This shows that for any four Gaussian random variables, the expectation of their product
can be expressed in terms of their pairwise correlations! This is a special case of what
is known as Wick’s theorem, which can also be proved by the above method.
2. Spectra of Bipartite Graphs.

[2+3+5]

Let G = (U, V, E) be a d-regular bipartite graph with adjacency matrix A, where U, V represent the two sides of the graph.
(a) Prove that for the graph to be regular, we must have |U | = |V |.
(b) Prove that −d is an eigenvalue of A and find the corresponding eigenvector.
(c) Prove that for every eigenvalue µ of A, −µ is also an eigenvalue of A.
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